Assessing the stability of high performance solution processed small molecule solar cells
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Abstract

Solution-processed small molecule-fullerene bulk heterojunction (SM BHJ) solar cells now have power conversion efficiency (PCE) greater than 10%. However, degradation of SM BHJ solar cells has not been well studied. This work reports the first stability study of six high performance molecules including the record SM BHJ solar cells under device operating conditions. Solar cells with a range of donor molecular weight from 1200 to 2300 Da giving 6–10% PCE are monitored in nitrogen gas under 1 sun illumination with maximum power point tracking as well as at 25 °C and 70 °C in the dark. Both heat and light contribute to initial exponential decay or burn-in with total reduction in efficiency from 31% to 66%. Larger molecules are found to be resistant to heat induced burn-in, while more crystalline active layers are more resistant to light induced burn-in. After burn-in, the linear degradation is observed to be governed by thermal processes. Stabilized TS80 lifetimes of the SM BHJ solar cells range from 3450 h to 5600 h. Molecular design towards higher stability should aim at increasing thermal stability while maintaining crystallinity for photostability.

1. Introduction

While organic photovoltaics (OPV) have traditionally utilized semiconducting polymer materials, over the past several years there has been a growing interest in monodisperse small molecules. Compared to polymers, solution processed small molecules are easier to purify and could be more stable with a well-defined molecular weight (MW) [1,2]. When molecules are blended with fullerenes in the bulk heterojunction (BHJ) active layers of a solar cell, the power conversion efficiency (PCE) can now reach over 10% [3–9]. With these promising traits of the molecules, the operating stability remains a critical missing piece of information for projecting practical implementation against competing technologies [10,11].

The degradation mechanisms of polymer solar cells (PSCs) are reasonably well understood and provide background for degradation of solution-processed small molecule bulk heterojunction (SM BHJ) solar cells because both active layers use fullerene and have a BHJ structure. Two regimes of degradation are usually found in OPV: an initial exponential burn-in followed by a slower linear degradation [10]. There are two definitions of lifetime: T80 lifetime and TS80 stabilized lifetime. T80 lifetime is defined by the time it takes a solar cell to degrade to 80% of its initial PCE, which could be within the exponential burn-in period since OPV could burn-in more than 20% [12,13]. On the other hand, TS80 stabilized lifetime is defined by the time it takes a solar cell to degrade 80% after it is burned-in [14]. There are five primary stresses that have been identified to shorten the lifetime of organic solar cells: oxygen, moisture, heat, UV light and visible-near infrared light [11,15–19]. In air, a crystalline and dense neat polymer film photo-oxidizes and bleaches more slowly than an amorphous film of the same material because the molecules are confined and are less able to undergo chemical reactions [15,20]. With a UV filter and encapsulation to remove oxygen and moisture, a polymer solar cell can have a TS80 lifetime of 20 years [13]. In encapsulated PSCs, thermal degradation occurs around a glass transition temperature, above which...
the polymer and fullerene can move and form a blocking layer at an interface, causing the FF to drop \cite{21,22}. Photo degradation in encapsulated PSCs can occur within the active layer due to photochemical processes, causing an open circuit voltage (V_{oc}) loss, \cite{19,23} but are suppressed in PSCs with ordered active layers \cite{24,25}. Fullerene dimerization has also been observed when PSCs with PC_{60}BM are aged under light, \cite{26,27,28,29} which results in J_{sc} loss; this effect is particularly enhanced in strongly phase separated systems with poor polymer and fullerene domains \cite{27,28}.

While extensive lifetime testing has been performed on PSCs, lifetime tests have been limited to dark storage stability in SM BHJ solar cells \cite{4,30,31}. The lifetime under real operating conditions has not yet been measured. The goals of this study are to report for the first time both the extent of degradation of top performance SM BHJ solar cells aged under real operating conditions and provide guidelines for designing next generation small molecules for thermally and photo stable solar cells.

We have investigated the degradation of six of the highest performing SM BHJ solar cells that were available when this project began. They have PCE ranging from 6\% to 10\%\cite{3,6,7,32,33}. The molecules can be divided into two groups of similar chemical structures, as shown in Fig. 1. T1, X2 and F3 have alternating Si-cyclopentadithiophene and benzothiadiazole cores with alkyl-bithiophene endcaps, while DRCN5T, DRCN7T, and DR3TSBDT or the “DR family” have oligothiophene and dialkylthiol-substituted benzothiadiazole cores and rhodanine endcaps. Table 1 shows each solar cell stack and its initial performance. We avoid UV, oxygen, and moisture since they are well known to make the organic materials degrade and can be avoided with suitable packaging\cite{13}. We study the effect of visible-near infrared light and heat at 70 °C, the operating temperature, \cite{34,35} on degradation of SM BHJ solar cells beyond 3000 h. We investigate and decouple the effects of dark storage in N_2, thermal and photo degradation, which all can play a role in performance decline. We use grazing incident X-ray diffraction (GIXRD) to characterize the morphology of optimized SM BHJ blend films and neat small molecule thin films that have been aged thermally.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Solar cell preparation

All solar cells were made on ITO-patterned glass substrates (15 Ω/ square, Xinyan Technologies LTD).

2.1.1. Substrate cleaning

Substrates for solar cells were first scrubbed with 1:10 dilute Extran 300 detergent: De-ionized (DI) water, then ultrasonicated in the same solution for 15 min. After, they were rinsed in DI water five times and ultrasonicated in acetone and isopropyl alcohol baths for 15 min each. Finally, the substrates were blown dry with nitrogen gas and placed in a covered petri dish in an oven (95 °C) overnight to remove any residual solvent.

2.1.2. T1 solar cells fabrication

ITO-coated glass substrates were removed from the oven and treated with UV-Ozone plasma for 15 min. Then a PEDOT: PSS solution (Clevious PVP AI 4083) was spun onto the substrates in ambient atmosphere and baked at 140 °C for 10 min, which resulted in a film thickness of about 30 nm. The substrates were quickly transferred into a glovebox with < 10 ppm oxygen and < 10 ppm moisture for active layer deposition. The T1:PC_{60}BM solution with 3:2 weight ratio and 0.4\% diiodooctane by volume with an overall concentration of 35 mg/mL in chlorobenzene was prepared the night before and kept on a stirring hotplate at 90 °C. The solution was filtered and spun at 1750 rpm for a minute at maximum acceleration, which gave a 100-nm-thick active layer. The films were dried on a hotplate at 70 °C for 10 min and then were transferred to a dry glovebox for top electrode deposition. 7 nm Ca and 150 nm Al were thermally evaporated one after the other on top of the active layer at a background pressure less than 10^{-4} Torr. The active area of each solar cell device is 0.1 cm².

2.1.3. X2 and F3 solar cells fabrication

ITO-coated glass substrates were removed from the oven and transferred directly into a dry glovebox with < 10 ppm oxygen and < 10 ppm moisture. 10 nm MoO_x was thermally evaporated onto the ITO at a background pressure less than 10^{-6} Torr. The substrates were then transferred into a solvent glovebox, with the same level of oxygen and moisture as the previous glovebox, for active layer deposition without any exposure to ambient atmosphere. The active layer solutions of X2:PC_{60}BM and F3:PC_{60}BM with 1:1 weight ratio with an overall concentration of 20 mg/mL in chloroform solution were prepared into a glovebox with < 10 ppm oxygen and < 10 ppm moisture. 10 nm MoO_x was thermally evaporated onto the ITO-coated glass substrate at a background pressure less than 10^{-6} Torr. The active area of each solar cell device is 0.1 cm².

2.1.4. DRCN5T, DRCN7T, and DR3TSBDT solar cells fabrication

DRCN5T, DRCN7T, and DR3TSBDT solar cells were made at Nankai University and completed at Stanford University. ITO-coated

![Fig. 1. Chemical structure of solution processed small molecules.](image-url)
glass substrates were shipped to Nankai University for charge transporting layers and active layer deposition. ITO-coated glass substrates were cleaned with the same procedure. PEDOT:PSS were spun onto ITO substrate with 3000 rpm and baked at 150 °C for 20 min. The substrates were transferred to an argon-filled glovebox for active layer deposition. The DRCN5T:PC70BM with 1:0.8 weight ratio in a chloroform solution was spin-coated onto the substrates, then thermally annealed at 120 °C for 10 min and cooled to room temperature. The DRCN5T active layer was further placed in a glass covered petri dish containing 150 μL of chloroform for 60 s of solvent vapor annealing, which yielded a 120-nm-thick active layer. The DRCN7T:PC70BM with 1:0.5 weight ratio in chloroform solution was spun onto the substrates. Then the substrates were annealed at 90 °C for 10 min which yielded a 120-nm-thick active layer. Both DRCN5T and DRCN7T active layers had a thin layer of PFN deposited on top under vacuum as an electron transporting layer. The DR3TSBDT:PC70BM with 1:0.8 wt ratio in chloroform solution was spin-coated onto the substrates. Then the substrates were annealed at 90 °C for 10 min which yielded a 120-nm-thick active layer. Both DRCN5T and DRCN7T active layers had a thin layer of PFN deposited on top under vacuum as an electron transporting layer. The DR3TSBDT:PC70BM with 1:0.8 wt ratio in chloroform solution was spin-coated onto the substrates. Then the substrates were annealed at 90 °C for 10 min which yielded a 120-nm-thick active layer. Both DRCN5T and DRCN7T active layers had a thin layer of PFN deposited on top under vacuum as an electron transporting layer. The DR3TSBDT:PC70BM with 1:0.8 wt ratio in chloroform solution was spin-coated onto the substrates. Then the substrates were annealed at 90 °C for 10 min which yielded a 120-nm-thick active layer. Both DRCN5T and DRCN7T active layers had a thin layer of PFN deposited on top under vacuum as an electron transporting layer.

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Solar Cell Stack</th>
<th>Jsc (mA/cm²)</th>
<th>Voc (V)</th>
<th>FF</th>
<th>PCE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ITO/MoOx/X2:PC61BM/Ca/Al</td>
<td>15.6 ± 1.6</td>
<td>0.71 ± 0.02</td>
<td>0.58 ± 0.05</td>
<td>6.3 ± 0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITO/MoOx/F3:PC61BM/Ca/Al</td>
<td>13.6 ± 0.4</td>
<td>0.73 ± 0.01</td>
<td>0.73 ± 0.01</td>
<td>7.3 ± 0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITO/PEDOT: PSS/T1:PC71BM/Ca/Al</td>
<td>14.4 ± 0.6</td>
<td>0.79 ± 0.01</td>
<td>0.67 ± 0.02</td>
<td>7.6 ± 0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITO/PEDOT: PSS/DRCN7T:PC71BM/PFN/Al[6]</td>
<td>14.8 ± 0.1</td>
<td>0.9 ± 0.01</td>
<td>0.68 ± 0.01</td>
<td>9.1 ± 0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITO/PEDOT: PSS/DR3TSBDT:PC71BM/ETL−1/Al[3]</td>
<td>14.5 ± 0.2</td>
<td>0.91 ± 0.01</td>
<td>0.73 ± 0.01</td>
<td>9.6 ± 0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITO/PEDOT: PSS/DRCN5T:PC71BM/PFN/Al[7]</td>
<td>15.7 ± 0.2</td>
<td>0.92 ± 0.01</td>
<td>0.68 ± 0.01</td>
<td>9.8 ± 0.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2. (a) Normalized PCE vs. aging time for a direct comparison of percent PCE loss among SM BHJ solar cells: (b)-(e) Four figures of merit of SM BHJ solar cells vs. aging time. Burn-in occurs during the first 800–1500 h. All the solar cells were held at the maximum power point under 1 sun simulator inside a controlled environmental chamber with < 0.1 ppm O2 and < 0.1 ppm moisture.
chloroform solution was spin-coated onto the PEDOT:PSS coated ITO glass substrate, which gave an active layer thickness of 110 nm. The substrates were thermally annealed at 100 °C for 10 min. After that, the substrates were placed in a covered petri dish with 1 μL chloroform for 1 min solvent vapor annealing. The 0.5 mg/mL ETL-1 in methanol solution was then spin coated onto the DR3TSBDT active layer. The vacuum sealed film stacks without top metal electrode were sent back to Stanford University and 250 nm Al was deposited by thermal evaporation at a background pressure of −10⁻⁶ Torr. The active area of each solar cell device is 0.1 cm².

2.2. Current-voltage characteristic measurement

Current-voltage measurements were carried out inside the glovebox with < 10 ppm oxygen and < 10 ppm moisture. Current-voltage characteristics were recorded using a Keithley 2400 source meter and a Spectra-Physics 91160-1000 solar simulator lamp, which was calibrated to 1 sun (AM 1.5G) with an NREL certified KG-5 filtered silicon photodiode.

2.3. Operating condition aging apparatus/total degradation stability test

Solar cells were loaded into an aluminum chamber with a glass front plate. A copper pipe fed in filtered house nitrogen that had gone through an oxygen scrubber and a desiccant-filled tube and a second copper pipe took the chamber atmosphere out through an oxygen sensor (Alpha Omega Instruments Trace Oxygen Analyzer Series 3000) and a water monitor (Alpha Moisture Systems Model AMT Dewpoint Hygrometer). The atmosphere chamber was vented into the lab via a check valve. The gas flow in and out of the chamber through copper pipes was kept continuous throughout the experiment. For the duration of the experiment, the oxygen was kept below the detection limit of the equipment (< 0.1 ppm) and the water content was around a dew point of −97 °C (< 0.1 ppm). Science Wares Inc. customized electronics to individually control and monitor the solar cell. The aging apparatus operated through a LabVIEW interface that dynamically accessed to individually control and monitor the solar cell. The aging apparatus operated through a LabVIEW interface that dynamically accessed to individually control and monitor the solar cell.

Table 2: Burn-in Period, Percentage Burn-in loss, Post burn-in PCE, and TS80 lifetimes of SM BHJ solar cells.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Small Molecule</th>
<th>Burn-in Period (hours)</th>
<th>% Total Burn-in loss</th>
<th>Post burn-in PCE (%)</th>
<th>TS80 lifetime (h)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DR3TSBDT</td>
<td>990</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>3.64</td>
<td>5600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRCN7T</td>
<td>770</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>3.16</td>
<td>5200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F3</td>
<td>1480</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>4150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X2</td>
<td>1420</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>3.27</td>
<td>3520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRCN7T</td>
<td>1160</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>4.62</td>
<td>3450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1</td>
<td>580</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>2.61</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.4. Dark storage in N₂ and thermal degradation stability test

The solar cells were kept inside a glovebox (< 10 ppm Oxygen and < 10 ppm moisture) at 25 °C for the “dark storage in N₂ stability test” and placed on top of a 70 °C hotplate, a comparable temperature that the solar cells experience under illumination, for the “thermal stability test.” J-V curves were measured periodically inside the glovebox. Two to three different solar cell substrates and at least three different solar cell substrates for each type of SM BHJ were used in dark storage in N₂ stability and thermal stability test, respectively. Dark storage stability of the DR family SM BHJ solar cells were carried out at Nankai University in the first 0–7 days. After that, the dark storage stability data were collected at Stanford University. The PCEs of the DR family SM BHJ solar cells measured at Nankai University agree with the values at Stanford University on the 7th day of dark storage stability testing ensuring the validity of patching data collected at both institutes.

2.5. Calculating period of burn-in and lifetime in years of SM BHJ solar cells

The burn-in period was found by finding a point where the linear degradation slope becomes constant within 3% Chi-square of the normalized degradation curve in Fig. 2a. The stabilized TS80 lifetime of the organic solar cells is defined as the time from when the linear degradation starts to when the PCE drops by 20% [14]. Taking the slope of the linear degradation, the stabilized TS80 lifetime in hours of all the SM BHJ solar cells were calculated.

2.6. GIXRD measurement of thin films

GIXRD measurements were carried out to characterize the morphology of the initial SM BHJ blend films and neat small molecule films. The neat and blend solutions were deposited onto a piece of a silicon wafer by spin coating inside a nitrogen glovebox. The neat films were stored at 25 °C and aged on a 70 °C hotplate inside a nitrogen glovebox for 120 h. GIXRD measurements were performed at the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Lightsource, Beamline 11-3 with a photon wavelength of 0.09758 nm and an incident angle of 0.12°. GIXRD images were analyzed using the WxDiff software package.

2.7. Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC)

In order to obtain glass transition temperature (Tg), 3–4 mg of each small molecule donor was measured in TA instrument DSC (Model Q-20 with RCS90) with a heating/cooling ramp rate of 10 °C/min under a nitrogen atmosphere. All the samples were pre-heated beyond their melting temperatures to eliminate their thermal history before monitoring possible thermal transitions.
Fig. 3. (a) Normalized degradation of F3 solar cells as a representation to show the definitions of dark storage in N₂ or “storage”, thermal, and total degradation and how photodegradation is calculated. (b)-(g) PCE vs. aging time of all six SM BHJ solar cells in this study. Each total degradation datum point represents the PCE averaged every 100 h except those for T1, which were averaged every 50 h. The error bars present standard deviations of at least three devices averaged for each study.
3. Results and discussion

3.1. Total degradation profile and lifetime of solution processed small molecule solar cells

For all SM BHJ solar cells monitored under operating condition, there are two degradation time periods. In the first thousand hours, the efficiencies of the solar cells exponentially decay by 30–60% (Fig. 2a). Fig. 2b shows that the solar cells with a high initial PCE and a small burn-in can have high post burn-in PCE, such as DRCN7T. Some loss in performance of the DR family SM BHJ solar cells is observed while setting up the lifetime testing chamber resulting in a lower starting efficiency (Fig. 2b). All SM BHJ solar cells finish burning-in after 800–1500 h. The efficiency losses during burn-in vary from 31–66% (Table 2), which is similar to burn-in loss in polymer solar cells. [13,14] The loss in Jsc and FF are the two biggest causes of burn-in deterioration shown in Fig. 2c-e.

After burn-in, the degradation slows down as the PCE flattens out into a linear decay. Linear degradation is mostly contributed by loss in FF since the slopes in Fig. 2e (FF) and 2b (PCE) are similar. The stabilized TS80 lifetimes of SM BHJ solar cells extracted from the degradation profile range from 3450 to 5600 h as reported in Table 2. To get a better understanding of how heat and light contribute to the burn-in and linear degradation, thermal and photo degradation need to be decoupled.

3.2. Comparing degradation with thermal, photo, and no stress

In parallel with testing total degradation of SM BHJ solar cells under illumination, we monitored two additional stability tests in the dark inert atmosphere: “dark storage in N2” and thermal stability. Fig. 3a shows how each degradation term is defined and calculated. Fig. 3b-g show degradation of the PCEs from all three stability tests for each SM BHJ solar cell.

In parallel with testing total degradation of SM BHJ solar cells under illumination, we monitored two additional stability tests in the dark inert atmosphere: “dark storage in N2” and thermal stability. Most of the degradation in the dark occurs under storage, which leads to reduced efficiency between fresh solar cells and the beginning of the lifetime testing. Burn-in degradation in the dark is less than total burn-in, which indicates a contribution from photo-induced processes. Past burn-in, however, the slopes of total and thermal degradation are the same. This observation suggests that the stabilized TS80 lifetime of
the SM BHJ solar cells is limited by thermal degradation.

The current-voltage (J-V) curves of fresh and aged devices are plotted in Fig. 4. In all cases most of the loss for both thermal and total degradation is in FF and Jsc. Fill factor loss is most likely coming from a reduced charge carrier mobility in the donor materials [36].

An s-shaped J-V curve with unusually small fill factor is found in the T1 and the DR family of SM BHJ solar cells after aging (Fig. 4a, b, d, and f). The current in these cells can be recovered by operating in far reverse bias, which suggests that there is either a charge transport or charge extraction problem that causes the Jsc loss and lowers the FF [2,22]. By simply peeling off the top metal electrode and evaporating a new top electrode onto degraded T1 solar cells, we could recover the original Jsc and FF (Fig. S3). We have seen this behavior before in polymer solar cells and shown that it arises when donor molecules are able to diffuse to the electrode and stick to it [22], thereby creating a charge extraction barrier. It is interesting that the two smallest molecules are the ones that seem to move around in the film and cause problems. We further explore how thermal degradation depends on the SM BHJ solar cells is limited by thermal degradation.

The current-voltage (J-V) curves of fresh and aged devices are plotted in Fig. 4. In all cases most of the loss for both thermal and total degradation is in FF and Jsc. Fill factor loss is most likely coming from a reduced charge carrier mobility in the donor materials [36].

An s-shaped J-V curve with unusually small fill factor is found in the T1 and the DR family of SM BHJ solar cells after aging (Fig. 4a, b, d, and f). The current in these cells can be recovered by operating in far reverse bias, which suggests that there is either a charge transport or charge extraction problem that causes the Jsc loss and lowers the FF [2,22]. By simply peeling off the top metal electrode and evaporating a new top electrode onto degraded T1 solar cells, we could recover the original Jsc and FF (Fig. S3). We have seen this behavior before in polymer solar cells and shown that it arises when donor molecules are able to diffuse to the electrode and stick to it [22], thereby creating a charge extraction barrier. It is interesting that the two smallest molecules are the ones that seem to move around in the film and cause problems. We further explore how thermal degradation depends on the SM BHJ solar cells is limited by thermal degradation.

The current-voltage (J-V) curves of fresh and aged devices are plotted in Fig. 4. In all cases most of the loss for both thermal and total degradation is in FF and Jsc. Fill factor loss is most likely coming from a reduced charge carrier mobility in the donor materials [36].

An s-shaped J-V curve with unusually small fill factor is found in the T1 and the DR family of SM BHJ solar cells after aging (Fig. 4a, b, d, and f). The current in these cells can be recovered by operating in far reverse bias, which suggests that there is either a charge transport or charge extraction problem that causes the Jsc loss and lowers the FF [2,22]. By simply peeling off the top metal electrode and evaporating a new top electrode onto degraded T1 solar cells, we could recover the original Jsc and FF (Fig. S3). We have seen this behavior before in polymer solar cells and shown that it arises when donor molecules are able to diffuse to the electrode and stick to it [22], thereby creating a charge extraction barrier. It is interesting that the two smallest molecules are the ones that seem to move around in the film and cause problems. We further explore how thermal degradation depends on the SM BHJ solar cells is limited by thermal degradation.
on molecular weight in the next section.

In X2 and F3 SM BHJ solar cells, there is no S-shape in the J-V curve after aging (Fig. 4c and e). Part of the $J_{sc}$ and FF degradation is thermally induced, which most likely contributes to degradation in the bulk as we observed no extraction barrier in J-V curve. The other part of the loss is likely due to light-induced fullerene dimerization. Fullerene dimerization occurs more in polymer solar cells with PC60BM than PC70BM, resulting in $J_{sc}$ and FF loss [27,28]. X2 and F3 have been shown to have minimal mixing with pure fullerene phase [37], therefore it is likely that fullerene dimerization would occur in these systems.

3.3. Thermal degradation as a function of molecule size

Fig. 5a plots the amount of thermal degradation that occurred during burn-in in the dark at 25 °C and 70 °C versus the molecular weight of the six donor molecules. The lower MW molecules clearly suffer from thermal degradation more than those of higher MW. The MW of a molecule could be related to its ability to rearrange within the film, with smaller molecules more readily able to move and change the local morphology in different regions of the film. We attempted to measure the glass transition temperature of all of the materials in this study using differential scanning calorimetry, but unfortunately did not observe any clear glass transitions and found this experiment to be ineffective for assessing which molecules are the most mobile in the relevant temperature range. (Fig. S4) It is often difficult to determine the glass transition temperature of conjugated molecules and there have been examples where the reported values vary by over 100 °C. For this reason we are choosing not to attempt to extract a number that might not be accurate. We think the best way to predict whether or not molecules will stay in place over a long period of time at a certain temperature is to study thermal degradation over a period of weeks at 70 °C or “a slightly higher temperature for a shorter period of time.”

The appearance of new peaks in thermally aged neat thin films of T1, DR3TSBDT, and X2 was monitored and compared with molecules will stay in place over a long period of time at a certain temperature, with new peaks observed in Fig. 5e and f, while higher MW of a molecule could be related to its ability to rearrange within the film. One example of a bulk morphology change is the phase separation of the small molecule and fullerenes in the SM BHJ blend, which would result in the formation of larger pure phase crystallites. Such crystallites lower $J_{sc}$ and FF in some SM BHJ solar cells. We observed both thermal and photoinduced degradation. For the rate of progress towards stabilizing organic solar cells to be maximized, it is important to speed up the rate at which materials are tested. We typically do not see indications of a glass transition in DSC curves of solution-processed small molecule. Instead of measuring the $T_g$, we encourage chemists who are developing new molecules for solar cells to measure the efficiency of their solar cells before and after one day on a hot plate at 80 °C. If substantial degradation occurs, we urge them to take measures to improve the thermal stability, such as increasing molecular weight, cross-linking, and using stiffer molecules. If the organic solar cell community starts measuring and reporting stability metrics as it routinely does for efficiency metrics, there is a higher chance for our community to develop stable materials that can be processed inexpensively. Research groups with specialized equipment for performing long-term stability tests will be more likely to find highly stable materials if this prescreening is performed by as many chemistry groups as possible and detailed studies are reserved for the most promising molecules.
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